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Abstract

In this paper, we present PolitiCAUSE, a new corpus of political texts annotated for causality. We provide a
detailed and robust annotation scheme for annotating two types of information: (1) whether a sentence contains a
causal relation or not, and (2) the spans of text that correspond to the cause and effect components of the causal
relation. We also provide statistics and analysis of the corpus, and outline the difficulties and limitations of the
task. Finally, we test out three transformer-based classification models on our dataset as a form of evaluation.
The models achieve a moderate performance on the dataset, with a MCC score of 0.62. Our results show
that PolitiCAUSE is a valuable resource for studying causality in texts, especially in the domain of political dis-
course, and that there is still room for improvement in developing more accurate and robust methods for this problem.
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1. Introduction

Causal language refers to the use of expressions that
convey causal relationships in text. This language
can be complex and can span across multiple sen-
tences. It can be expressed using discourse connec-
tives such as “because”, but can also be conveyed
via causal verbs. Furthermore, causal language can
be implicit and understood via contextual interpreta-
tion (Solstad and Bott, 2017). Additionally, events can
be causally related in text without real world causa-
tion, and expressed as hypothetical or counterfactual.
Causal reasoning is a fundamental aspect of human
cognition that is linked to action and intervention (Slo-
man, 2005). It is essential for many cognitive and so-
cial tasks, such as decision making, planning, expla-
nation, prediction, and argumentation.

The automatic extraction of causal arguments is a
high-value task, as it enables the extraction of rela-
tionships that can be utilized for downstream applica-
tions. Causal relation extraction can be employed to
model causal information, by creating causal chains
or causal networks, in graph form. These can then
be used for news understanding, text summarization,
question-answering, and common sense reasoning
(Drury et al., 2022). Additionally, the information ex-
tracted from causal relations in text can be used to
make predictions, for example, in early warning sys-
tems or disaster management.

Much of the previous research into causal language
detection is limited to scientific language. Examples
include differentiation between causal and correla-
tional language in scientific publications, and identify-
ing symptoms and side effects in medical trials. How-
ever, causal relationships established in less scientific
settings are expressed using different linguistic and
syntactical structures.

In this paper, we introduce PolitiCAUSE1, a causal
language corpus focused on causal structures in po-
litical language. In political text, identifying causal
relationships is crucial to analyze policy argumenta-
tion and fact-check political communication (Vössing,
2023; Falk and Lapesa, 2022; Reisert et al., 2018).
The expressions used in this context are entrenched
in a rich tradition of political rhetoric that is known for
its persuasive objective. For causal language, this
means arguing about potential effects of policy inter-
ventions, as well as counterfactual statements of pre-
vious policy decisions. Current annotation schemes
are not tailored to cover these causal language ex-
pressions typical of political argumentation. There-
fore, we develop an annotation scheme that specifi-
cally targets causal constructions in political texts and
use it to annotate sentences collected from two dif-
ferent political corpora: The United Nations General
Debate Corpus (UNGDC), and press conference tran-
scriptions from the United Kingdom (UKPress).
The extraction of causal language relations has
evolved significantly from the early days when lin-
guistic pattern recognition was the primary approach.
The advent of deep learning, particularly transformer-
based models, has enabled supervised learning
methods to improve results. However, the primary
limitations persist, including the difficulty in extract-
ing relations that span across sentences and the
implicit or incomplete causal relations in sentences.
Moreover, these models need high quality human-
annotated datasets, usually costly and time consum-
ing to produce.
For causal relation extraction, the standard approach
is two-fold (Yang et al., 2022; Drury et al., 2022):

1. causal classification: identifying units of text that
have causal language. This can be at the word,

1https://github.com/pgarco/PolitiCAUSE

https://github.com/pgarco/PolitiCAUSE
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sentence or paragraph level.

2. cause-effect span detection: tagging spans of
text as “cause” and “effect”. We refer to this as
“causal tagging”.

To implement this two-fold approach, data must un-
dergo two stages of annotation: first, the text unit
must be labeled as causal or not causal, and sec-
ond, text units labeled as “causal” must be tagged
with cause and effect. The option of establishing a
relationship tag between spans is also available.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we provide an overview of previous re-
search into causal detection in the form of previously
curated causal datasets. In Section 3 we detail the
design of our annotation scheme, its guidelines, and
the annotation rules. In Section 4, we describe how
we collected the sentences that make up our Politi-
CAUSE dataset, detail the annotation process, pro-
vide some statistics about the annotated corpus, and
we evaluate the corpus by benchmarking the data us-
ing transformer-based models for sequence classifi-
cation, also providing an error analysis. Finally, we
sum up our paper in Section 5.

2. Related work
Over the past decade, causal text mining has
emerged as an increasingly important task, distinct
from the general argument mining field. As a re-
sult, significant efforts have been made to create
and test datasets annotated for causality. Based
on their task, existing datasets can be classified into
three categories: (1) Datasets for causal text mining,
(2) Datasets for non-computational linguistic applica-
tions, and (3) Question-Answering datasets for causal
inference language models.

2.1. Datasets for Causal Text Mining
• The BeCAUSE 2.0 (Dunietz et al., 2017) cor-
pus is a dataset of causal language that con-
tains 5,380 samples, annotated based on con-
struction grammar. It contains annotation spans
for “Cause”, “Effect” and “Connective” in single
sentences. It includes newspaper articles, a ran-
dom selection of the Penn Discourse Treebank
(Prasad et al., 2007), and transcriptions of the
US Congress. The main disadvantages is that it
has complex annotation rules that yield low inter-
annotator agreement for non-experts, and it’s a
small dataset.

• The Parallel Wikipedia Corpus (Hidey and McK-
eown, 2016) is a collection of text samples that
have been annotated for causal connectives with
alternative lexicalizations. The authors identified
common causal markers and searched for pairs
between parallel English and Simple Wikipedia
articles, resulting in 265,627 causal connective
pairs. However, the main limitation of this cor-
pus is that it does not take into account signals

in causal relations and does not limit the size of
cause and effect spans between the causal con-
nectives.

• Causal-TimeBank (Mirza et al., 2014) is a dataset
from the TempEval-3 task (UzZaman et al., 2014)
that has been annotated with causal signals and
causal links, in addition to the temporality annota-
tions it already contains. However, the approach
used to create this dataset yielded low precision
mainly due to the presence of non-causal con-
nectors in the data.

• The EventStoryLine Corpus (Caselli and Vossen,
2017) contains 258 documents annotated for
both temporal and causal language for the ex-
traction and classification of events in stories. It
includes annotations for both explicit and implicit
causal relations. It’s main limitation is that it only
includes 117 explicit causal relations.

• The Causal News Corpus (Tan et al., 2022)
was created to include both explicit relations and
clause-based arguments. It comprises 3,559
event sentences from protest event news. Each
sentence is labeled to indicate whether it con-
tains causal relations or not. The authors
achieved an F1 score of 83.46% in 5-fold cross-
validation using a transformer-basedmodel. Fur-
thermore, the corpus is transferable to Causal-
TimeBank and the Penn Discourse Treebank.

• The Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) (Prasad
et al., 2019), SemEval-2010 Task 8 (Hendrickx
et al., 2010) and SemEval-2007 Task 4 (Girju
et al., 2007), are all large datasets annotated for
multiple argument types, including some causal
language markers. The PDTB includes 9,190
causal examples from the Wall Street Journal
articles. SemEval-2010 Task 8 has an binary-
labeled dataset for 10 types of relations, 12.4%
of which are cause-effect. SemEval-2007 Task
4 includes 140 training examples with 52% posi-
tive data and 80 test examples with 51% positive
data for Cause-Effect relations.

• UniCausal recently introduced by Tan et al.
(2023) is a dataset for causal text mining that uni-
fies six high-quality datasets: Parallel Wikipedia,
BeCAUSE, Causal-TimeBank, EventStoryLine,
PDTB, and SemEval 2010 Task 8. The result-
ing dataset contains 58,720 sentences for causal
identification, 12,144 for cause-effect span de-
tection, and 69,165 examples for causal pair
classification. This effort is the largest to date for
causal text mining.

2.2. Datasets for Non-Computational
Linguistic Applications

• Gu et al. (2016) introduced Chemical Induced
Disease (CID) relations extraction corpus, which
contains relations between drugs and their ad-
verse effects. The authors use various linguistic
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features to train maximum entropy models for re-
lation classification. The system achieves an F-
scores of 60.4% and 58.3% on the development
and test datasets, respectively.

• Mariko et al. (2021) compiled FinCausal, a
dataset of financial documents annotated for
causal relations. The paper presents the results
of 16 participating teams, and discusses the chal-
lenges of causality detection in the financial do-
main including the complexity and diversity of
causal expressions, the ambiguity and inconsis-
tency of causal annotations, and the scarcity and
imbalance of annotated data for causal extrac-
tion.

• Yu et al. (2019) proposed a system to differen-
tiate between correlational and causal language
in scientific publications. The authors attempt to
address the problem of inappropriate causal in-
terpretation of correlational findings from obser-
vational studies. They develop a BERT-based
prediction model trained on an annotated corpus
of over 3,000 PubMed research conclusion sen-
tences. They report an accuracy of 0.90 and a
macro-F1 score of 0.88 on the annotated corpus.

2.3. Datasets for Causal Inference
• Du et al. (2022) created e-CARE, a causal lan-
guage dataset for question-answering and infer-
ence tasks. However, it was not developed for
text mining, but rather for real world causation: it
aims to answer what is the cause of something,
rather than to detect whether there is a causal
relationship between events in a text (which may
be false in reality). Nevertheless, this data can be
adapted for causal relation extraction tasks with
some modifications.

3. PolitiCAUSE’s Annotation scheme
The main objective of our annotation scheme is to
identify explicit causal relations in single sentences.
Our annotation scheme is not designed to capture im-
plicit causality, incomplete causal structures or inter-
sentential relationships in text. We base our annota-
tion scheme on the view of causality as a psychologi-
cal concept that is imperfectly expressed in language
(Neeleman and Van de Koot, 2012). The complexity
of causal language poses challenges for strict pattern-
based annotation approaches. Therefore, our code-
book’s main objective is to enable coders to interpret
sequences without relying on pattern recognition or
grammatical rules to guide their span selection; in-
stead, the training’s main goal is to develop a shared
understanding of what causal relations are.

3.1. Annotation Rules
We define causal relations in text as the explicit men-
tion of a relationship where one event causes another
event to happen. We introduce some causal dis-
course connectors, such as “because” or “therefore”,

as examples of signal or trigger words that can facil-
itate the identification of causal relations. However,
we do not require the annotators to learn or annotate
them. The annotation is based on the interpretation
of the text.
The definition is followed by a first simple example as
an introduction to the task:

I did not eat because I forgot my lunch .

Example 1: A sentence with two event, Event 1 in
green is tagged as the “cause” and Event 2, in yellow,
is tagged as the “effect”.

The connector because signals a causal relationship
between Event 1 and Event 2 2. Forgetting lunch is
the cause of not eating, the text expresses that there
is a causal link between Event 1 and its consequence,
Event 2.
Furthermore, we asked annotators to rephrase the
sentence into a Because-first structure, and evalu-
ate if extra information needed to be added for the
sentence to be complete as a test to identify explicit
causal relationships in sentences. We demonstrate
this in the following example:

Peru lost many pre-Hispanic treasures as

a result of Spanish colonial looting.

Because of Spanish colonial looting, Peru

lost many pre-Hispanic treasures.

Example 2: The sentence is rephrased to a Because-
first structure to test if it contains a complete causal
relationship. Event 1 in green is tagged as the
“cause” and Event 2, in yellow, is tagged as the
“effect”. No extra information is needed to rephrase,
hence there is a complete causal structure.

Formally, the annotation scheme consisted of 5 steps:

1. Identify if there is a causal relationship connect-
ing an Event 1 to a change of state in another
Event 2. If this connection is present, label as
causal. Otherwise, label as not causal.

2. If a causal relationship is found, tag the relevant
text spans as “cause” and “effect”.

3. Establish a relationship token between the
“cause” and “effect” spans.

4. If there is a subject to the cause or effect, select
the text span and tag as “subject”, then, estab-

2This paper follows green for “cause”, and yellow for “ef-
fect” as the color scheme for causal tagging.
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lish a “subject” relationship token between sub-
ject and cause or effect.3

5. Rate your confidence score on a scale from 1 to
5.

Causal relations also included potential causes and
effects, as well as counterfactual statements for the
positive class (See Figure 3.1). Political communica-
tion is used to argue and convince, and relies on pre-
senting future scenarios of policy impact or blame at-
tribution of current issues to past policy, both of which
are important to capture for downstream applications.
Hence, we asked the annotators to search for sen-
tences that establish causal relations, even if they
have not happened yet or can’t be proven to happen
in the real world.

A. The Embargo Act did not improve America’s

diplomatic position.

B. Our country needs to come together to

overcome the COVID-19 crisis.

Example 3: Political communication often includes
arguments about failed policies, in sentence A there
is a causal relationship between “the Embargo Act”
and “not improve”; It also uses arguments to win
policy support, in sentence B there is a causal
relation between “come together” and “overcome the
COVID-19 crisis”.

3.2. Extended guidelines
We instructed the annotators not to use any contex-
tual information during annotation, and to establish
causal relationships even if the assertions was fac-
tually untrue. If a causal relation was stated in the
text, it was considered to exist textually, regardless of
real world causality. A causal relation had to be com-
plete (a cause and an effect event had to be inside of
the same sentence) and explicit (can not use outside
information to complete the sense of the relationship)
in the text to label a full sequence as “causal”.
In addition to the causal relation annotation, Step 4
of the annotation scheme required the annotators to
add a “subject” span if present, which is not the gram-
matical subject. The main purpose of this step was
to reduce the disagreement caused regarding what
to include as part of the “cause” or “effect”, since
this a point of major inter-annotator disagreement in
other causal language datasets. In our annotation
scheme “subject” only answer the question “what en-
tity causes the event?” and “what entity is affected?”.

3We refer to “subject” as any causer entity or affected
entity, this is not the grammatical subject.

tokens (word-level)

N mean std

UNGD 8,872 2,702.87 1,357.05
UK Press 429 787.78 477.58

Table 1: Description of the two sampled corpora.
Where N is the number of documents in each corpus,
and the token statistics are per document.

Step 5 was also included to measure the annotators’
confidence level for each sentence and filter out sen-
tences that had a low mean confidence score. Po-
litical rhetoric can be misleading by design to allow
space for speculation, and we consider that annota-
tors are not exempt from intentional ambiguity.

4. PolitiCAUSE Corpus
4.1. Building the PolitiCAUSE Corpus
We constructed a corpus of political texts by sampling
from two political corpora: The United Nations Gen-
eral Debate Corpus (UNGD) (Jankin et al., 2023) and
the United Kingdom Press Conference Transcriptions
(UKPress). The UNGDCorpus comprises statements
delivered by heads of state or government of all UN
member states at the annual UN General Assembly
sessions. The UNGD contains official English trans-
lations of the multilingual UN General Debate state-
ments, provided by the UN Library. To complement
the scripted nature of the UNGD, we included the UK-
Press data, which contains more conversational and
lively political language. We obtained all the data
from the official government archive4. Table 1 sum-
marizes the statistics of the two corpora, tokenization
was done at the word-level.
We split the documents into individual sentences, and
created batches that were then distributed to the an-
notators each week in groups of three. We contin-
ued this process until the annotation period was fin-
ished, concluding with 60,000 annotated sentences.
The PolitiCAUSE corpus is the compilation of the an-
notated sentences that met data quality standards.

4.2. The Annotation Process
We decided to exclude crowd sourced platform anno-
tators for this task after preliminary tests showed low
quality annotations. This decision is in line with the
findings of previous studies (Tan et al., 2023; Duni-
etz et al., 2017). We hired 12 political science gradu-
ate students from an international university to anno-
tate the data, and were compensated in accordance
to the country’s research pay scale. Annotator demo-
graphics range from different regions of the world, in-
cluding underrepresented regions, as well as gender.
The annotation process lasted for five months and
used Spacy’s Prodigy (Montani and Honnibal) plat-
form, which was deployed on an AWS instance. The

4https://www.gov.uk/search/
news-and-communications

https://www.gov.uk/search/news-and-communications
https://www.gov.uk/search/news-and-communications
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annotators accessed the annotation task from their
own personal computers, and annotated freely after
training was concluded. Figure 1 shows an annota-
tion example from our codebook. We trained the an-
notators in three iterations, each followed by a feed-
back session. Annotators were also encouraged to
communicate issues that may arise on our working
channel. We communicated that they were working
with political discourse that may have false represen-
tations of the world, or unethical political stances, and
that in no way represented any of the researchers’ or
the annotators’ political views.

Figure 1: Prodigy annotation example with a toy sen-
tence.

4.3. Statistics
PolitiCAUSE is composed of 17,780 unique sen-
tences that were annotated by at least two human
coders, producing a total of 55,754 annotated sam-
ples. We pruned the PolitiCAUSE dataset to en-
sure data quality: removing all data points that had
fewer than 2 annotations per sentence, excluding
sentences that did not have a clear majority agree-
ment for their label, and excluding sentences that had
a mean confidence score lower than 3. Section 9.1
includes examples of annotated sentences.
In total 12,710 (71%)sentences were assigned a “not
causal” label, and 5,070 (29%) a “causal” label, mak-
ing our dataset imbalanced, which is expected on this
task. Most sentence were annotated at least three
times, and we used majority voting to assign labels.
We assigned each sentence either a positive class
“causal” (1) or a negative class “not causal” (0). When
a clear majority could not be reached, we discarded
the sentences (values between 0.4 and 0.6 in the ratio
of causal to non causal assigned label).
We calculated the mean self-reported confidence
score for each sentence by averaging the confidence
scores each coder reports per annotation. The confi-
dence score ranges from 0 to 5. We removed sen-
tences with a mean confidence score lower than 3
to ensure high quality data. The mean value for
our coders is of 4.49 after removing the values less
than 3. The self-reported confidence score is higher
for non causal sentences (4.63) than for causal sen-
tences (4.13)5. This difference suggests that causal

5t-value = 68.58, p-value = 0.00

Total Not Causal Causal

train 12446 8897 3549
val 2667 1906 761
test 2667 1907 760

Table 2: Dataset splits used in the benchmark. They
follow a 70%-15%-15% split for training, validation
and inference.

sentences are more complex and nuanced than non-
causal sentences, hence harder to annotate.

4.4. Benchmark
To evaluate the usefulness and difficulty of Politi-
CAUSE, we also present a benchmarking study us-
ing transformer-based models. We compare the per-
formance of three classification models, using vari-
ous evaluation metrics. To this end, we divided our
dataset into three subsets: training (70%), validation
(15%) and testing (15%). We ensured that the splits
have a similar distribution of the label class as the
original dataset. Figure 2 describes the statistics.
We used three popular BERT-based models:

• The Bi-directional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019) model,
which has an ”encoder-only” transformer archi-
tecture, withmultiple self-attention heads, trained
via Masked Language Modeling and Next Sen-
tence Prediction tasks.

• The Robustly Optimized BERT Pretraining Ap-
proach (RoBERTa) (Liu et al., 2019) model,
which has the same architecture as BERT, but
eliminates the next sentence prediction task dur-
ing pre-training, and utilizes dynamic masking
technique.

• DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) that was created
by applying knowledge distillation to the BERT
model, eliminating token-type embeddings and
the pooler from the architecture, and reducing in
half the number of layers.

We followed the standard procedure for NLP classifi-
cation tasks, and used Hugging face’s base tokenizer
and configuration for each model678. Using the train
and validation splits of our data, we trained for 10
epochs and saved the best epoch as the fine-tuned
model for inference, see Section 9.3 for further infor-
mation on parameter settings. We used 1 NVIDIA
A100 40GB HBM2 GPU for the experiment, which
took less than 2 total GPU hours to complete. To ana-
lyze results we included the standard metrics plus the

6https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/
tree/v4.32.1/src/transformers/models/bert

7https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/
blob/v4.32.1/src/transformers/models/roberta

8https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/
blob/v4.32.1/src/transformers/models/distilbert

https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/tree/v4.32.1/src/transformers/models/bert
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/tree/v4.32.1/src/transformers/models/bert
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/blob/v4.32.1/src/transformers/models/roberta
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/blob/v4.32.1/src/transformers/models/roberta
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/blob/v4.32.1/src/transformers/models/distilbert
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/blob/v4.32.1/src/transformers/models/distilbert
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BERT RoBERTa DistilBERT UniCausal

Acc 0.832 0.836 0.832 0.715
Prec 0.671 0.686 0.696 0.500
Recall 0.805 0.783 0.730 0.612
MCC 0.617 0.617 0.594 0.550
F1 0.732 0.731 0.712 0.349

Table 3: Results fine-tuned models

Figure 2: A confusion matrix for inference with fine-
tuned BERT; For all the model evaluation results, see
Section 9.4.

Matthews Correlation Coefficient, which is more suit-
able for imbalanced classes (Boughorbel et al., 2017).
With the test split, we then used the fine-tunedmodels
for inference. To to analyze our results against a spe-
cialized model, we included UniCausal in our infer-
ence. UniCausal (Tan et al., 2022) is a BERT-based
model finetuned using the UniCausal dataset.
Table 3 shows the results of all four models. Regard-
ing the fine-tuned models the results are promising,
showing a high level of accuracy and precision. Fur-
thermore, a MCC score around 0.60 shows that the
classifiers are able to distinguish between the two
classes moderately well, even if the dataset is im-
balanced. Furthermore, the results of the UniCausal
model show us that political text is distinct from other
genres, and that a specialized corpus leads to higher
results. The best overall model is the BERT-based
model, with an F1 score of 0.73, only marginally
higher than the RoBERTa model. Even if we see a
high accuracy across the models (0.83), we can see
that precision is 0.10 points lower across the board.

4.5. Error Analysis
We undertook an error analysis to gain deeper in-
sights of the results. First, we identified sentences
that were consistently misclassified across all three
fine-tuned models (excluding UniCausal), and cre-
ated an error subset. This process yielded 248 sen-
tences, with 157 (63%) causal and 91 (37%) non-
causal instances. Directly, this indicates an overesti-
mation of causal sentences, a significant finding given
the imbalanced nature of the dataset.

Full corpus Error subset

Label 0 (TN) 1 (TP) 0 (FN) 1 (FP)

Mean conf 4.63 4.13 4.20 4.30
Maj label 0.79 0.10 0.71 0.26
Mean len 26.13 31.73 30.10 31.35
Causal conn 0.37 0.50 0.44 0.48

Table 4: Error analysis statistics

Next, we compared corpus statistics with the error
subsets’. The mean confidence score of the full cor-
pus is 4.49 (not causal = 4.63, causal = 4.13); for the
error subset, the mean confidence is 4.26 (false neg-
ative = 4.20, false positive = 4.30). There is a lower
mean confidence score in the error subset compared
to the full corpus; the false positive value is higher
than the false negative value, which is unexpected,
given that their based on their true labels we would
expect the opposite.
We continued the analysis with the majority label ra-
tio. The corpus had an average ratio of 0.10 for non-
causal samples and of 0.79 for causal samples 9. The
error subset statistics are of 0.71 for false negatives,
and 0.26 for the false positives. This difference indi-
cate that the mislabeled sentences had greater anno-
tator disagreement.
We also evaluated sentence length, given that mul-
tiple events in a single sentence or richer descrip-
tions increase annotation difficulty. The difference be-
tween the mean sentence length between non causal
(26.13) and causal sentences (31.73) in the corpus
was statistically significant10. In the error analysis
subset (false negatives - 30.1; false positives - 31.35)
the difference was not statistically significant11.
Finally, we examined content. Even though we do not
expect causal connectors in non-causal sentences,
occasionally, these expressions are used to indicate
relationships other than causality; Moreover, causal
connectors can be present as part of an incomplete
structure (see Example 5 in Section 9.1), leading to
sentences being labeled as 0. Using causal expres-
sions identified in the literature (Mirza et al., 2016),
we compared their presence in the data. In the full
corpus, causal connectors were only present in 37%
of the non causal data, while 50% of the causal in-
stances included such a connector. However, in the
error subset, 44% of false negatives sentences and
48% of false positives included a causal signal.
All together, this error analysis indicates that the mis-
labeled sentences do not follow the patterns expected
from the corpus: they were harder to annotate in av-
erage and generated more disagreement across an-
notators. Potentially, this could be due to sentence

9Sentences with a value between between 0 - 0.4, were
label as 0; between 0.6 - 1, as 1; Values closer to 0 or 1
mean higher agreement between annotators.

10t=21.40, p-value=0.0
11t=-0.66, p-value=0.51
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complexity or causal ambiguity.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented PolitiCAUSE, a new cor-
pus of political sentences taken from the UNGDC and
UKPress corpora and annotated for causality. We de-
veloped an annotation scheme, which we rolled out
to 12 participants who annotated the corpus with two
types of information: (1) whether a sentence contains
a causal relation or not, and (2) the spans of text that
correspond to the cause and effect components of the
causal relation. We developed an annotation scheme
that underwent several iterations and revisions to en-
sure its quality and reliability. We also provided de-
tailed statistics and analysis of the corpus. We fin-
ished by included an error analysis section. The main
limitations of the dataset include the lack of annota-
tion across sentences for speeches and the absence
of implicit causality. These will be addressed in future
work.
Furthermore, we conducted a benchmarking study
using three Bert-based classifiers on PolitiCAUSE.
We compared the performance of all BERT-based
models, using various evaluation metrics. Models
achieved a moderate performance on the dataset,
with a MCC score between 0.59 - 0.62, showing that
there is room for improvement and perhaps additional
revision. Additionally, we compared the results to a
specialized model, and consider political text to be
sufficiently distinct from other genres to warrant its
own annotation. In future work, we are looking to in-
clude LLMs to compare human and machine annota-
tion of causality, and introduce implicit causality and
inter-sentential relationships.
We hope that PolitiCAUSE will encourage further re-
search on causality in texts, especially in the domain
of political debate. We believe that understanding
causality in texts can help to enhance various natural
language processing applications, such as explana-
tion generation, summarization, question answering,
argumentation mining, and sentiment analysis. We
also believe that understanding causality in political
texts can help address complex problems in political
communication analysis, as well as in health and cli-
mate change policy, where we need to identify the fac-
tors that contribute to or prevent diseases and envi-
ronmental changes, and evaluate the effects of differ-
ent policy interventions. We welcome feedback and
suggestions from the research community on how to
improve and extend the corpus. We also encourage
researchers to use PolitiCAUSE for their own experi-
ments and projects on causality in texts.

6. Ethics Statement
Like any training set, our data has inherent biases.
Causal language used can reflect underlying men-
tal models that may be racist, sexist, xenophobic, or
derogatory towards specific groups. Additionally our
dataset includes a variety of political ideologies and
national perspectives, but dominant viewpoints are

more likely to take precedence over alternative per-
spectives. It’s crucial to differentiate between iden-
tifying these expressions, and endorsing them. The
capability to automatically identify the causal connec-
tions established in political communication allows
for more efficient detection of false information, hate
speech, and harmful content, which is our objective.
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9. Appendix
9.1. Annotated Examples
In this section we provide 6 examples with descrip-
tions. We included 3 causal and 3 non-causal sen-
tences, sampled from the UNGD Corpus and the UK-
Press corpora. First, we introduce the sentence. Be-
low each sentence, is the label and a description.

1. Sentence: 1,275 Azerbaijanis were taken
hostage, out of which 150 are still missing.

Label: Not Causal.

Description: There are no events causally
linked in the sentence.

2. Sentence: International solidarity also has the
power to prevent a climate disaster .

Label: Causal

Description: Event 1 “International Solidarity”,
in green, is tagged as the cause of Event 2 “cli-
mate disaster” which is tagged as the effect, in
yellow.

3. Sentence: 2 million doses from the Government
of the United States of America — our main trad-
ing partner.

Label: Not Causal

Description: There are no events causally
linked in the sentence.

4. Sentence: A divergence of views on the nuclear deal
with Iran generated the current tensions .

Label: Causal

Description: Event 1 “A divergence of views
on the nuclear deal”, in green, is tagged as the
cause of Event 2 “the current tensions”, which is
tagged as the effect, in yellow.

5. Sentence: To combat terrorism and transborder
crime, as well as enhancing cybersecurity.

Label: Not Causal

Description: This is an incomplete causal state-
ment, with a missing “cause” event.

6. Sentence: COVID-19 has triggered the
most severe recession in almost a century.

Label: Causal

Description: Event 1 “COVID-19”, in green, is
tagged as the cause of Event 2 “most sever re-
cession”, which is tagged as the effect, in yellow.
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9.2. Examples of three annotations of a
single sentence

In this section we provide 2 examples of span anno-
tations. First we introduce the sentence, then three
annotations and a short description.

1. Sentence: COVID-19 has triggered the most se-
vere recession in almost a century.

A_1: COVID-19 has triggered the
most severe recession in almost a century.

A_2: COVID-19 has triggered
the most severe recession in almost a century .

A_3: COVID-19 has triggered the most
severe recession in almost a century.

Description: There is full agreement on Event
1 “COVID-19” as the “cause”. However, there is
disagreement on how much should the “effect”
span include.

We added the “subject” tag in the annotation guide-
lines to help annotators identify “cause” and “effect”
events with higher precision (see Section 3.2). The
next example is a sentence with three distinct anno-
tations, that contain a “subject” tag:

1. Sentence: France’s position enabled the deal to
be completed.

A_1: France’s position enabled the deal
to be completed .

A_2: France’s position enabled the deal
to be completed .

A_3: France’s position enabled the deal
to be completed .

Description: There is full agreement over the
“effect” tag, and almost full agreement over the
“cause” tag; However, adding “France” as an
subject tag, increases precision of the span’s
length and improves agreement across coders.

9.3. Hyperparameter Specifications for the
benchmark models

We used the PyTorch-Transformers library, a com-
prehensive toolkit with implementations, pre-trained
model weights, usage scripts, and conversion utilities.
It’s standardized features ensured consistency and
reproducibility throughout the benchmark. All fine-
tuningmodels used during the benchmark in our study
adhered to the same parameters, upholding unifor-
mity and ensuring equitable evaluation criteria.

All models

max length 512
learning rate 2e5
train batch size 16
val batch size 16
num train epochs 10
weight decay 0.01
eval strategy epoch
max length 512

Table 5: Parameter setting. Saving strategy was
based on best epoch.

9.4. Confusion matrices used during
evaluation.

Inference results of the RoBERTa and DistilBERT
fine-tuned models on the PolitiCAUSE data. We can
observe similar distribution of the classes, also closely
matching the BERT model results, in Fig. 2.

Figure 3: Results RoBERTa

Figure 4: Results DistilBERT.
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